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Leader in supply  
and installation of 
commercial hard 
surface flooring

killed installers. A proven track record. Old-World craftsmanship  
and advanced technologies. 

If one were to write a protocol for success in the hard surface  
flooring industry, it would look very much like the business profile  
of Winnipeg’s Fabris & Watts (2015) Ltd. Add to that the owners  

who have dedicated their lives to a standard of excellence in the supply and  
installation of  high performing floor and wall finish material, expert installers at  
the top of their game, and a reputation worthy of working with some of the top  
construction companies and property managers in the region, and it is shaping up 
to be a satisfying year for Fabris & Watts as it celebrates over 85 years in the hard 
surfaces industry.

Hydro Tower - Head Office Winnipeg
For the Manitoba Hydro Tower in 
downtown Winnipeg, F&W aligned 
the latest granite floor and wall panel 
setting technologies with LEED compli-
ant materials using regionally obtained 
panels in architecturally selected colours 
and textures to blanket the wonderfully 
designed main floor and stair features.  
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“After more than eight decades, the company’s repu-
tation today is built upon professionalism, experi-
ence, and the ability to deliver projects of any size, 

all while maintaining high quality and meeting the challenging 
deadlines of the industry today,” says Matt McLeod, operations 
manager and co-owner. 

The company’s longevity speaks to its success. “Fabris & Watts 
is now recognized as one of the five oldest tile and terrazzo con-
tractors in Canada by the Terrazzo Tile and Marble Association of 
Canada and is a member in good standing of the Winnipeg Con-
struction Association for 92 years,” says McLeod, who is generally 
modest when it comes to bragging about the commercial flooring 
company. But on this special achievement, he is clearly proud of 
the company’s work, place in the industry, and employees. 

“We’re on 250 to 300 projects a year, and many of them are 
significant commercial projects,” says McLeod. “We are not your 
mom and pop flooring shop. While we do some residential work, 
it is only for a few major projects in the higher end and multi-resi-
dential projects. Much of our work comes through word of mouth 
and repeat work with the larger construction companies and the 
giants in the industry.” 

_________________________  

“After more than eight decades, the  
company’s reputation today is built upon 
professionalism, experience, and the  
ability to deliver projects of any size,  
all while maintaining high quality and 
meeting the challenging deadlines of  
the industry today”  
- Matt McLeod, Operations Manager
_______________________________

FABRIS & WATTS

Legislature Chambers Historic Renovation 2017

Renovations to historic features are often challenging at 
the best of times. Fabris & Watts sourced, fabricated and 

installed new Tennessee Pink and Ordvician Black Marble 
stone at the Manitoba Legislature when the Province of 

Manitoba upgraded the Legislative Chamber in keeping 
with the original stone installed about 95 years ago.
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mon as floors with repeating patterns when it comes to terrazzo 
flooring. 

Fabris & Watts supplies and installs a wide range of commer-
cial flooring. Options include tiles, polished concrete, marble, 
terrazzo, granite, and other specialties such as Polyurethane or 
Epoxy Flooring, Waterproofing and Uncoupling Membranes. 
Critical to the success of the flooring is the work that goes on well 
before the surface is laid: the self-levelling underlayment or over-
layment processes that often take place. 

“It is not just about what you see on the surface,” he says. 
“The skill includes addressing what is below. It must be flat, well-
prepped and have the right moisture content.”  

The most common type of commercial flooring is tile. “Tile is 
our bread and butter. It is about 75 per cent of our work,” he adds. 
While porcelain tile is most commonly used, the company often 
works with glazed ceramic tiles and thin veneer porcelain tiles. 
Most of the jobs are in new construction, but it also does restora-
tion and renovation work, completing jobs in a wide variety of 
sectors: institutional, industrial, commercial and recreational. 

Perhaps the least familiar type of flooring to laypeople would 
be the durable easy-maintenance beautiful terrazzo flooring. A 
composite material that is poured in place or precast, terrazzo 
consists of chips of marble, quartz, granite, glass, or other recy-
cled aggregates, poured with an epoxy or cementitious binder. 
It may be a repeat pattern or used to create painstaking artistic 
scenes for floors or walls which the company has done many of. 
“Anything is possible with terrazzo, absolutely anything,” says 
the operations manager. 

Fabris & Watts purchases all flooring products from top manu-
facturers who today offer a dizzying array of options. “With the 
sea of choices out there, designers have the ability to be even 

And the company has developed a stellar portfolio of proj-
ects. Just a few include Club Regent Event Centre, Kildonan 
Shopping Mall, the original Convention Centre in the late 
1980s and the recently-completed work on the multimillion-
dollar expansion for today’s RBC Convention Centre. There 
is the uniquely stunning Asper Foundation Offices, and the 
recent replacement of floor and wall finishes in 201 Portage 
Avenue concourse. Further west, people strolling through 
the Calgary Airport may glimpse a number of beautiful 
showy terrazzo floors including one piece depicting 3 di-
mensional design work by Artist Joane Cardinal-Schubert. 
Floors depicting scenes and intricate design are just as com-
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Fabris & Watts partners (from left):  Gus Kotoulas, 
Matt McLeod, Dominic Antonini, Jim Mancinelli. 

Terrazzo - RBC Convention Center 2016
Walk through any major city’s Airport, upscale Hotel, Convention Center, 

or Casino/Entertainment Center and chances are the design was built 
utilizing aesthetically pleasing high performance finishes. 

Winnipeg’s RBC Convention Center used a combination of tile floors and 
walls, seamless epoxy flooring, and polyurethane flooring in the service 

areas. It beautifully finished off featuring the lobby and staircases with 
striking epoxy terrazzo utilizing a unique mix of classic, 

recycled glass, and Mother of Pearl aggregates.
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more creative. And, in today’s market with 
the tile modules becoming larger and larg-
er, owners and contractors really need to 
make sure that they employ a qualified tile 
contractor, and that is where we come in.”

The company works in Manitoba, North-
west Ontario, Saskatchewan, and Alberta 
on public and privately-owned projects. 

Deep roots 
When Valentine Fabris founded the 

company, he couldn’t have imagined it 
would sustain this longevity and emerge as 
one of the recognized best in the business 
more than 85 years later. Numerous people 
have been instrumental in its success. 

In 1953, Dick Marinelli joined Fabris as 

partner and renamed the company Fabris & Marinelli Limited. 
With Marinelli’s retirement in 1963, Ralph Watts joined Valentine 
to form Fabris & Watts Limited. Rick Watts succeeded his father 
Ralph in 1987 as president.

The year 2003 heralded a major change when Fabris & Watts 
Limited and the Milano Tile Company merged. Through the ven-
ture, the long term and experienced staff of Fabris & Watts were 
retained. Then, in 2015, with the retirement of Rick Watts, the 

High Function Kitchen Polyurethane Flooring

F&W has a long and proven track record when it comes to specialty flooring  
applications such as cementitious polyurethane (shown above), epoxy flooring, or 
other options. From commercial kitchens to nightclubs to correctional facilities,  
different sectors have varying requirements and expectations. 201 Portage Concourse & Conference Centre

Audi Production - Seasons of Tuxedo
When long term warranties are on the line, every 
technical aspect must be executed to the tee. There is no 
room for error when the impact of any corrective work 
translates to inconvenience, cost, and disruption to 
stakeholders. Doing it right the first time through strict 
quality control and expertise is paramount. 

RBC Head Office - Concourse 220 Portage
While F&W has been involved in almost every renovation or revitalizing of Winnipeg’s 
underground shops and public thoroughfares since the 70’s, none are more stunning 
than Artis REIT’s recently completed 220 Portage LEED Platinum renovation and 
upgrade. And, not far away, connected via indoor walkways and Winnipeg 
Square, F&W wraps up the tile work on Harvard Development’s 201 Portage 
renovation to the tower Concourse, Food Court, and Conference center. 
F&W is up to the challenges of working within 24/7 publicly-accessible 
environments. Communication and working closely with their clients, 
F&W’s years of experience shines.



MANUFACTURER AND SUPPLIER 
PARTNERSHIPS 
Fabris & Watts works closely with industry manufacturers to ensure quality 
control. Manufacturer support is vital to ensure all parties are protected 
through warranty programs. Innovative solutions and the latest  
technologies help keep F&W as the industry leader. Here Fabris &Watts 
partners Jim Mancinelli (right) and Dominic Antonini (left) visit the latest 
Elite Auto dealership in Seasons of Tuxedo with Schluter’s National PM, 
Bob Weins (centre).
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company emerged as Fabris & Watts (2015) 
Ltd., owned and operated by a key owner-
ship group that is still at the helm today. 

They include President Gus Kotoulas, 
who is also President and Owner of the well 
known, highly respected Alpha Masonry 
in Winnipeg; Operations Manager Matt 
McLeod, a 32-year-veteran of the com-
pany; Director and Field Superintendent 
Jim Mancinelli, also a 30-year-veteran of 
the company, and General Project Manager 
Dominic Antonini who has been with the 
company for 10 years. 

Ask McLeod how today’s company dif-
fers from about 20 years ago, and he is 
quick to respond that education has made 
the workers even better than the skilled in-
stallers of yesteryear. 

“One significant time in our history was 
when it became clear how vitally impor-
tant that additional training and experi-
ence mattered. The field crew were all old 
school, old-world taught, and at the time 
there were very few options available to 
send them to for project management skills 
or foreman skills or estimating or even just 
dealing with issues such as managing your 
customers. But nowadays, the programs 
available within the construction industry 
have raised the bar.”

He adds: “If you’re not moving forward, 
you’re moving backward. There’s no stand-
ing still. So you have to stay current, and 
training is everything these days. Practical 
is always important, but our up-and-com-
ers also grasp the academic side as well.”

Employee  
recruitment

As there is no apprenticeship program 
for installers in Manitoba, recruitment is 
important.  

“We had partnered with two other major 
tile contractors in the country in the past to 
head-hunt qualified tile setters. Our com-
pany’s field employment has been largely 
supported by Canadians through immigra-
tion, through sponsorship programs.”

“International recruiters have been very 
helpful in securing qualified trades people. 
The cost of living is lower here. But having 
said that, our ICI regulated wages are lower 
here than in other provinces so it’s difficult 
to lure tradespeople to Winnipeg to be a tile 
setter from other Provinces so we’ve had 
to look at sponsorship opportunities.” The 
company employs about 50, including 35 
full time installers, and maintains a fleet of 
12 vehicles. 

Workers are provided with in-house 
safety and technical training in addition 
to the specific training that manufactur-
ers offer for their products. There is also 
a company-developed communication 
program for employees who are working 
alone so they can check in with the call 
center to make sure they are safe on a 
work site. 

Garden City Shopping Centre A -  topping replacement

Garden City 
Shopping Centre B -  
topping replacement

Preparedness, timing, and minimal disruption 
are key to successful renovations within 

operating retail malls. As part of a 57,000 
square foot mall floor replacement, F&W 

performed work during off hours (overnight). 
Here, an 18,000 square foot section (old tile 
removed) receives leveller in preparation for 

finished tile. The company removed the 
temporary plywood deck, surfaces were 

primed and 75mm of new cementitious self 
leveller was poured and hardened to accept 

mall traffic with no disruptions. 
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Brandon Sportsplex

In preparation for the 2016 Special Olympic Summer Games F&W 
provided supply and installation work to bring the competition pool 
up to current FINA regulation standards. Work included pool deck 
and tank upgrades including extensive substrate repairs, pool grade 
waterproofing and new porcelain tile.

YMCA Brandon Aquatic Center
Aquatic Centres are an F&W specialty, 
having been involved in renovation  
and new construction of almost every  
Waterpark and Aquatic center in Manitoba 
from Gillam to Steinbach. Pictured here is 
the recently completed Brandon YMCA.  

Photo courtesy Sandy Black and MCM Architects. 

Durwest Construction Inc.
Gypsum Floor Underlayment - Sound Control Systems - Commercial Waterproofing

Manitoba’s leader in gypsum & cementitious
floor underlayment since 1991.

78 Merit Crescent, Winnipeg, MB
R2P 2W5    (204) 334-2798
jordan@durwestconstruction.com
www.durwestconstruction.com

Congratulations to our friends at

for over 85 years 
of success!
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“In many cases, suppliers and manu-
facturers will not back up their warranties 
unless your people have been certified as 
installers and we are strong proponents 
of those kinds of certifications because it 
contributes to quality of work later,” says 
McLeod, adding the company is able to 
keep everyone working year round. 

 The company’s goals are clear 

and focused:

1) Continue to provide top notch 
workmanship and unequalled 
customer service.

2)  Continue to set the bench 
mark of excellence, in an 
otherwise very competitive 
industry.

3) Continue to set an example  
in the workplace through  
dedication to our staff and  
clients, which fuels the pride 
and passion in all of our  
employees for a job well 
done.

4) Continued commitment to the 
safety of all of our employees 
and clients. 

He is proud of the staff. “They are very 
dedicated. Some have a 30-year-history 
with our company. They bring with them 
commitment, expertise, passion and pride. 
The conundrum in the flooring industry is 

New Parmalat Plant - CFIA detail all important

Our work at the recently completed new Parmalat Canada dairy processing plant in 
St Boniface required particular attention to detail to ensure that the finished product met 
or exceeded the meticulous regulatory requirements of the Canada Food Inspection
Agency (CFIA).

 RBC Convention Center Expansion 2016
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Fabris & Watts
on over 85 years of success

ONBusiness 
Chartered Professional Accountants Inc. 

25 St. Anne’s Road
Winnipeg MB R2M 2Y1

Tel: 204.985.6767

www.onbusiness.ca
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‘own forces employees verses subcontract’,  
Fabris & Watts practises ‘own forces meth-
odology’ and has for decades with suc-
cess. This helps us better manage quality 
control, job costing, schedule, and general 
resource management,” he explains. Own 
forces employees gives us the advantage 
of diverting manpower, where and when 
needed, in order to deliver our jobs to our 
customers on their timetable. 

“Continuous learning and skills de-
velopment occur through the exchange 

of knowledge between long-term skilled 
employees and the new generation of tile 
setters and terrazzo mechanics and has 
been a key aspect of the company’s suc-
cess. In our business, there are tips and 
trade methodology that date back decades 
which are still very relevant in today’s ap-
plications and complex restorations. With 
a team effort approach, we’re all working 
towards the same finish line and collec-
tively take ownership of the final product. 
Good results speak for themselves.”

Moving forward

Don’t change a winning team might well
be the motto of Fabris & Watts as it looks 
ahead. 

“We are just underway on a new sig-
nature Audi dealership and wrapping up 
work on the interior of latest shopping 
centre renovation at Garden City Shopping 
Centre. We’re also very excited to be part 
of the team on the Dominion Exhibition 
Building restoration in Brandon.  I’m quite   

 

confident that as we continue towards our 
goals and maintain our strong set of val-
ues, we will continue to remain very com-
petitive in our market. Skilled management 
and seasoned staff are all working together 
towards the same goals. Our relationships 
with our clients are solid. Although I’m a 
big believer that although price typically 
rules, Winnipeg is still a centre where rela-
tionships mean something. The city is large 
enough that we may not cross paths again 
in the immediate future, but certainly it’s 

not a big faceless giant that we can’t pick 
up the phone. We can still call a contractor 
to resolve a problem and together agree on 
the best solution rather than taking a legal 
avenue, which is something that might oc-
cur in bigger centres like Toronto or Van-
couver. Right now, I think Winnipeg is just 
the right size and we all know one another 
in the industry.” 

The right tools help keep the company 
at the top. In addition to what is needed 
on site, Management has incorporated the 
latest and greatest software tools: take off 
and estimating software, integrated project 
management and accounting software; real 
time fleet vehicle tracking to maximize pick 
up and delivery schedules.

Every project has its own unique charac-
teristics, he adds. “Fabris & Watts has many 
opportunities to assist clients and get in-
volved well before construction begins: in 
planning, design, budgets and scheduling 
to be properly executed,” he continues. 

“What’s not to love about this industry?” 
wonders McLeod. “Having been around this 
long, as we drive throughout the province, 
it is easy to reminisce about the individuals 

involved, the uniqueness of many projects, 
and how our company contributed as part 

of a team in so many buildings and facili-
ties.”

Polished Concrete - Building Products Office
There are few commercial floor treatments in the market which are more eco friendly 
that Polished Concrete. When executed with the proper equipment and trained 
applicators, Polished Concrete is one of the greenest friendly options in flooring. 
The results provide clients with a low maintenance, durable flooring treatment which rival 
some of the most architecturally desirable floor finishes of today. Hiring an experienced 
qualified applicator, such as F&W, is step one in guaranteeing a successful outcome.

Terrazzo & Tile Detail work 
- Shilo Officers Hall

An endless colour pallet and infinite combination of varied aggregates and designs 
are descriptions that come to mind when working with terrazzo. The life-cycle cost benefits 

are unequalled by other finishes, making terrazzo a viable cost effective option. 
While terrazzo has a proven performance history dating back as far as the 18th century, 

evolutions and continuous technology improvements keep terrazzo relevant. 
From the simple patterns seen in a shopping mall, to intricate designs of artistic 

installations, there is no getting tired of terrazzo design. 

TACTILE WARNINGS 
& CUES 
With the advancement of 
accessible universal design, 
building codes, and attention 
to public safety, tactile walking 
surface indicators (TWSI) or 
warnings and cues are becom-
ing more prevalent in today’s 
construction design. Fabris & 
Watts continues to lead the way 
with aftermarket solutions such 
as sawn cut/carborandum-filled 
stair nosing systems, a wide 
range of CDA/ADA compliant 
assembly options, and, the  
increasingly popular tactile 
domes. 



Fabris & Watts (2015) Ltd continues setting the 
standard in the Hard Surfaces Industry, serving 
the Prairies with top quality workmanship and 
customer service.

T  204 783 7179            F  204 787 5200 
E  info@fabrisandwatts.com        www.fabrisandwatts.com

Proudly celebrating 
over 85 Years of 
old-world craftsmanship 
and advanced technologies

WE SPECIALIZE IN:

n	 Ceramic, Porcelain, Glass, and Mosaic 
 Tile

n	 Thin Body Porcelain Tile and Veneer

n	 Terrazzo Flooring

n	 Granite, Marble, Slate and other  
 Natural Stone

n	 Restoration of Natural Stone and Terrazzo
 Polished Concrete and Dust-proofing  
 Systems

n	 Cementitous Underlayments and  
 Overlayments

n	 Polyurethane Cementitious Floors  
 and Base

n	 Non-Slip Stair and Tactile Warning  
 Systems

n	 Epoxy Seamless Flooring and Special  
 Wall Coatings

n	 Parkade Traffic Toppings CONTRACTORS ASSOCIATION OF MANITOBA


